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Ms. Maggie Siew Yong Tan 
CEO, Magenta Global Pte Ltd 
 

Ms Maggie Tan, Singapore entrepreneur, Founder and CEO of Magenta Global Pte Ltd, a B2B media 
company she founded in 2007.  Prior to 2007, Ms Maggie Tan served as CEO for Informa China from June 
2005 - July 2007, spearheading the entry of the world’s largest conference company into China.  She also 
served as Managing Director for IBC Asia (now known as Informa Asia, a public listed company on the 
LSE) from January 1994 to May 2005, leading the transformation of the group into a major player in Asia.  

At Magenta Global, she led the business expansion beyond Asia into Africa, Middle East & Latin America 
with footprints in more than 30 countries.   

She has more than 30 years in specialist business information provision across industry sectors including 
Banking, Finance & Insurance, Telecoms & IT, Healthcare, Energy & Resources, Mining & Commodities, 
Transport, Maritime & Trade.  

Magenta Global has been an active development partner in Africa, working closely with Governments and 
Industry stakeholders for the last 10 years, to bring investment and technology information to key sectors.  
As the producer of the Africa Mini Grids Summit initiated almost 5 years ago, the Summit provides an 
objective platform for the Africa mini grids industry to converge annually to share latest policy, 
commercial, business & technology solutions. 

 



 
 
Prof. Abubakr S. Bahaj 
Professor of Sustainable Energy, Head of Energy & Climate Change Division, University of Southampton; 

Chief Scientific Adviser, Southampton City, United Kingdom 
 
 

Professor AbuBakr Bahaj leads the 55-strong Energy and Climate Change Division and the Sustainable 
Energy Research Group at the University of Southampton, where he completed his PhD, progressing from 
a researcher to a Personal Chair in Sustainable Energy. For more than 25 years, Professor Bahaj has 
pioneered sustainable energy research and established the energy theme within the University. His major 
research programmes can be found at www.energy.soton.ac.uk. These include Cities, Energy and 
Infrastructure, Data and Modelling, Energy and Behaviour, Energy and Buildings, Energy for 
Development, Environmental Impacts, Microgeneration Technologies and Renewable Energy (Solar 
Photovoltaics, Offshore Wind and Marine Energy). 
Professor Bahaj’s work has resulted in over 300 articles, published in academic refereed journals and 
conference series of international standing. He founded the International Journal of Marine Energy 
(IJOME) for which he is the Editor-in-Chief. Prof Bahaj also holds visiting professorships at the Xi’an 
University of Architecture and Technology (XUAT), Xi’an, China, (2017 - ), the Ångström Laboratory and 
Engineering University of Uppsala, Sweden (2011-15) and the King Salaman ben Abdulaziz Visiting Chair 
for Energy Research, at King Abdulaziz University (KAU), Jeddah, Saudi Arabia (2014 - ). He is a Fellow of 
the Institution of Civil Engineers (FICE), Institution of Engineering Technologies (FIET) and the Royal 
Academy of Arts (FRSA). 
 
In 2012, Prof Bahaj was appointed Chief Scientific Advisor to Southampton City Council—believed to be 
the first such appointment in the UK and in 2014; he was named by the UK’s Science Council as one of the 
UK’s 100 leading practising scientists. 
 
Prof Bahaj is a major contributor to the energy debate at local, national and EU levels as well as through 
the organisation of and participation at major international conferences and meetings. He has been invited 
to deliver keynote addresses in conferences throughout Europe, America and the Far East. In 2007, he 
was invited to give the RSA President's Lecture, chaired by HRH Prince Phillip. He was Conference Chair 
of EWTEC 2011 in Southampton and is a member of the British Standards Institute (BSI) Committee 
GEL/82 on PV Energy Systems. 
 
To address a lack of education and training in the areas of energy and climate change, he developed two 
revolutionary MSc programmes -MSc Energy Resources & Climate Change and MSc Energy Environment 



& Buildings, covering energy generation and distribution, energy resources and climate change and 
energy in the built environment (Energy Masters website). 
 

 
Aaron Leopold 
Chief Executive Officer, Africa Minigrid Developers Association 

(AMDA) 
 

Aaron is the CEO of the Africa Minigrid Developers Association (AMDA), representing the decentralized 
utility sector’s desire to be a partner in progress at the national and global level in ending energy poverty. 
AMDA is building the large detailed dataset on minigrid costs, performance and trends in the world. This 
dataset will be used to create benchmarks, evidence, and guidance for investors and policymakers on how 
to fruitfully invest, regulate, plan and grow the load for an integrated energy future for all people, 
everywhere in Africa. 

Aaron also serves on the Board of Directors of the Alliance for Rural Electrification (ARE), a global industry 
association representing the entire rural energy value chain. He previously was a member of the Private 
Sector Advisory Group of the Green Climate Fund (GCF), and for five years was Practical Action’s Global 
Energy Representative, where he acted as thought leader on energy access, and co-authored their flagship 
Poor People’s Energy Outlook report. Aaron was also a co-founder and Deputy Director of the Power for 
All partnership. 

 

 

Mungai Kihara 
Chief Renewable Energy Officer, Kenya Ministry of Energy  
 
Mungai Kihara is currently working with Mini Grids, Feed in Tariffs and wind power systems at Renewable 



Energy Directorate of the Ministry of Energy. Mungai has wide experience in public sector having worked 
in the energy sector for more than 10 years. He holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Mechanical Engineering and 
currently pursuing a Master’s Degree in Energy Technology. He is a registered Engineer with the 
Engineers Board of Kenya and a member of the Institution of Engineers of Kenya.  

 
 

 
Nickson Bukachi 
Senior Renewable Energy Officer, Energy Regulatory Commission, Kenya 
 

Nickson Bukachi is a Certified Energy Manager by Association of Energy Engineers, USA with a Msc. 
Energy Technology from Jomo Kenyatta of Agriculture and Technology among other certifications. He 
works for the Energy and Petroleum Regulatory Authority, Kenya as a Senior Renewable Energy Officer. 
Nickson has experience in development of energy regulations including Mini-grid Regulations-Kenya, 
energy auditing and implementation of renewable energy projects.  

 

 

 
Gerard Hendriksen 
Team Leader, GMG, IED 
 

Gerard Hendriksen is an engineer/ economist who has over 30 years of experience in international 
development projects in Africa and Asia. He has worked for Dutch Government, UN/FAO, DFID and GIZ 
on long term contracts and held positions as team leader with responsibilities for planning, 
implementation and monitoring of projects. Since about 10 years he has been working on access to energy 
in both the cooking and the off-grid electricity space which includes standalone solutions and mini grids. 
He has worked in the region in Tanzania, Rwanda and Kenya. He supported Government in the 
formulation of policies and strategies in the energy sector and the promotion of private investment both 



for electricity production and access. He joined the Green Mini Grid Facility Kenya in January 2019 and is 
quickly catching up with the opportunities and challenges of this emerging sector in the country.  

 

 
Suleiman Babamanu 
Nigeria Rural Electrification Agency 
 

Suleiman is a Senior Technical Project Manager at the Rural Electrification Agency Nigeria. He has a 
Masters’ degree in Renewable Energy Enterprise and Management. With over 7 years experience in the 
renewable energy space, he has over the years developed a thorough understanding of renewable energy 
systems as well as the formulation of policies and how it can facilitate investments in the industry. He 
currently leads the implementation of the Energizing Economies Initiative, a Federal Government of 
Nigeria initiative which aims of provide clean and affordable power supply to economic clusters across 
the country. Suleiman also leads the project management units towards collection geospatial data, energy 
audit and community surveys for development of mini grids and solar home systems under the Nigeria 
Electrification Project.  

 

 

Ifechukwude “Chude” Uwajeh 
GreenMax Capital Group 
 
Ifechukwude Uwajeh, Deputy Director, Africa Transaction Advisory, is an experienced Energy Specialist 
and Process Engineer with on-grid and off-grid financed power infrastructure development expertise 
with project portfolios up to US$1.2 billion. He has proven project management and contract negotiation 
skills with Agreements such as EPC, O&M, PPA, JDA, Gas Supply etc ranging in value from US$80mn to 
over US$600mn. He has significant experience in stakeholder engagement with key members of 
government agencies, international financiers, EPC contractors, private equity parties, etc. He served four 



years as Head of the Energy Projects Office for Zuma Energy, a Nigerian developer of coal and gas fired 
thermal power plants and has spent the past year as an independent energy consultant working on 
feasibility studies and financial modeling for wind energy and off grid power projects. He has managed 
technical, commercial and financial teams in negotiating EPC, O&M, PPA, Joint Development and Gas 
Supply agreements and has prepared projects for non-recourse financing and underlying risk mitigation 
packages.  
 
 

 
Uwera Rutagarama 
Director Primary and Social Energies Development, Rwanda Energy Group, Rwanda  
 

Ms. Uwera Rutagarama has over 15 years of technical experience in the field of renewable energy projects 
and has been involved in various projects such as geothermal exploration, grid network extension as well 
as off grid sector development. She holds a Master degree in reservoir engineering from the University of 
Iceland. Ms. Rutagarama has been involved in the initiation and development of the geothermal sector in 
Rwanda since 2007. Currently, she is heading the department of Primary and Social Energies 
Development at Rwanda Energy group dealing mainly with off grid and clean cooking sector development.  

 

 

 

Richard Mori 
CEO, XPower, Rwand 
 
An engineer from Imperial College London, Richard has been working in energy access for the past 8 years, 
in projects ranging from solar home systems to micro hydro. With MeshPower Rwanda he has been 
pioneering ways to lower the cost of connecting rural subsistence communities using solar PV minigrids. 



Deploying a mix of mains AC and low cost DC grids, MeshPower is the largest microgrid provider in the 
country, serving over 50 rural communities with productive power. 

 

 
Nick Gardner 
UNOPS  
 
Nick Gardner is chartered civil engineer and project manager with 30 years of experience in the design, 
construction and project management of physical infrastructure works, in both private and public sectors. 
Nick joined the United Nations Office of Project Services (UNOPS) in 2009 in South Sudan, before moving 
to UNOPS HQ in Copenhagen. He served as the UNOPS Head of Construction Management, setting up the 
corporate Sustainable Infrastructure Practice and providing advice and direction to UNOPS offices around 
the world, who deliver over USD300m of infrastructure projects annually. He was responsible for rolling 
out UNOPS suite of FIDIC based construction contracts, tailored for use in the complex post-conflict and 
post-disaster environments in which UNOPS usually works. Nick is currently UNOPS Country Manager in 
Sierra Leone, and Project Manager for the US$45m Rural Renewable Electrification Project, a 4 year 
project aimed at increasing access to energy in remote rural areas through the development of sustainable 
mini-grids, and with a strong focus on private sector investment and engagement. Nick holds a Master of 
Science in Development Management from the Open University and a Bachelor of Science in Civil 
Engineering from Imperial College in the UK. 
 
 

 
Partie Kabango 
Chief Engineer Power Generation and Distribution, Rural Electrification Authority, Zambia 
 
Partie Kabango is the Chief Engineer Power Generation & Distribution for the Rural electrification 

Authority Zambia devoted to rural electrification projects for the last 10years. He has extensive 
experience planning, designing and development of rural electrification projects utilizing various 
technologies. The portfolio of projects ranges from Grid Extension, Mini hydro and Solar projects. 

 



Partie been part design of the 300kW Lunga Solar Mini-grid, 200kW Lunga Solar Mini-grid, 640kW 
Kasanjiku Stand-alone Mini-Hydro power plant and various Grid Extension projects. Partie also 
part of the team conducting verifications under Electricity Service Access Project (ESAP). Partie 
is currently managing 36 rural electrification projects under the 2019 program with a target of 
7000 connections. 

 
 
 

 
Henry Semaganda 
Senior Network Design Engineer, Rural Electrification Agency, Uganda 
 
Henry Semaganda is an Electrical Engineer with a Master’s Degree in Renewable Energy. He has a Ten (10) 

year working experience in the Ugandan Electricity sector and possess skills in mini grids modelling/ 
designs using Homer, mini grids power distribution network designs and load flow analysis using 
ReticMaster and Powermaster software.  

 
Henry Semaganda is currently working with Rural Electrification Agency (REA) since 2004 as a Senior 

Network Design Engineer for mini grids Projects. His responsibility is to oversee the mini grids designs 
and to supervise the implementation of the mini grids projects. 

Before joining REA, Henry Semaganda worked with Power Networks (U) Ltd, a consulting firm as a Power 
Systems Engineer responsible in carrying out rural electrification Power extension feasibility studies and 
supervision of the construction works.  

Henry has also lectured at Makerere University in the Department of Electrical Engineering. 
 
 

 
Murefu Barasa 
Managing Partner, EED Advisory Limited 
 

Murefu Barasa is the founder and managing partner of EED Advisory Limited. EED Advisory is a leading 
consulting firm offering technical, analytical and advisory services in energy, water and climate change. 
The service offering includes data analytics and research, policy and strategy, monitoring and evaluation 
and training. Murefu is an experienced development consultant having led engagements for several 
clients including the World Bank Group, UN agencies, UK Department for International Development 
(DfID), Government of Kenya (Ministry of Energy and Petroleum), Government of Tanzania (Ministry of 



Energy and Minerals) and Government of Rwanda (Ministry of Infrastructure). He has contributed to 
various projects across several countries including Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda, Zambia, 
Mozambique, Tunisia, Brazil and the USA. He previously worked for Practical Action (Nairobi), Camco 
Clean Energy PLC (Nairobi) and for the African Development Bank (Tunis). Murefu holds a BSc in 
Environmental Studies from Kenyatta University (Kenya) and a Masters in Environmental Science from 
Yale University (USA). He is a Compton fellow and an Education for Sustainable Energy Development 
(ESED) scholar. 

 

 
Steven Hunt 
Senior Energy & Innovation Advisor, Department for International Development 
 

Steven Hunt has been an Energy Advisor at the UK Department for International Development (DFID) for 
six years. He initially worked on policy and other programmes, including leading the UK’s position on the 
energy SDG process, leading the development of Results-Based Financing for Low Carbon Energy Access 
(RBF) and Green Mini-Grids Africa, and acting as a senior advisor in the development of the Energy Africa 
campaign supporting household solar market acceleration in Africa. He is currently leading a series of 
energy innovation programmes at DFID, including Transforming Energy Access, which includes support 
to the Energise Africa Crowdfunding initiative and the recently approved Low Energy Inclusive 
Appliances programme, as part of the Efficiency for Access Coalition. Hunt also leads DFID’s participation 
in the SEforALL Mini-Grids Partnership and has recently written or overseen a number of papers on the 
mini-grids sector, including green mini-grids. Hunt has been working on clean energy access issues for 
more than 12 years, including six years at Practical Action Consulting where he led the team who 
produced the first Poor People’s Energy Outlook. He has degrees in engineering and design from Glasgow, 
Groningen and Cambridge and started his career in product development consultancy at The Technology 
Partnership. 

 

 
Lothar Jakab 



Managing Director, Steinbeis Consulting Impact Investing 
 

Since 2012 Director of Steinbeis Consulting Impact Investing, a business unit of the Steinbeis Network 
which has a track record in more than 80 countries. Professional engagements in SSA since 2004. First 
mini-grid assessment in 2012. Lothar found his way into impact investing through venture philanthropy 
and ODA assistance. Before, he worked in strategic planning and management consulting, organizational 
engineering, pricing, financial controlling, M&A, and corporate finance for private and public clients. 
Started his career in the holding company of the Wisser Group in Frankfurt where he assisted with the 
commercial and legal restructuring of the entire group of 80 companies. Old German Diploma in Business 
Administration, University of Mannheim (with honours). Since 2009 Chairman of the Board of Primus 
Valor AG, a German fund issuer in renewable energies and affordable housing. 

 

 

Suleiman Babamanu 
Senior Technical Project Manager, Nigeria Rural Electrification Agency 
 
Suleiman is a Senior Technical Project Manager at the Rural Electrification Agency Nigeria. He has a 
Masters’ degree in Renewable Energy Enterprise and Management. With over 7 years experience in the 
renewable energy space, he has over the years developed a thorough understanding of renewable energy 
systems as well as the formulation of policies and how it can facilitate investments in the industry. He 
currently leads the implementation of the Energizing Economies Initiative, a Federal Government of 
Nigeria initiative which aims of provide clean and affordable power supply to economic clusters across 
the country. Suleiman also leads the project management units towards collection geospatial data, energy 
audit and community surveys for development of mini grids and solar home systems under the Nigeria 
Electrification Project. 
 
 

 

Hon. John Peter Amewu  

Minister of Energy, Republic of Ghana 



Hon. John-Peter Amewu is the Minister of Energy for the Republic of Ghana. Hon. John-Peter Amewu holds 
an MBA (Finance) from the University of Ghana. He also has a Post Graduate Degree (Executive MBA in 
International Energy Industry Management), and Masters in Petroleum Law and Policy from University 
of Dundee (UK). He has more than 15 years’ experience in Government, Private Sector, Civil Society and 
International Development Organizations. He participated in several mining professional training and 
attained various certificates from the University of Sydney and the University of Western Australia. He is 
a Cost Engineer by profession with broader knowledge in the Energy and Mining Industry. He is a Co-
founder of Africa Center for Energy Policy – ACEP; and also worked as the Director of Policy and Research. 
Where he provided pro-active and comprehensive policy related advice to support a variety of 
Government and Private Sector Projects. He is also the Chairman of Board of Directors of major private 
institutions in Ghana and a professional international consultant in his area of expertise (Mining and 
Petroleum). His contributions in providing solutions to the problems in the Energy Sector in Ghana have 
earned him both local and international acclamation and recognition. 

 

 

Dr. Alfred Ahenkorah 
Executive Secretary, Energy Commission 
 
Ahenkorah, Alfred Ofosu (Ph.D) holds a Ph.D in Technical Sciences (Energy Efficiency); Executive Master’s 
Degree in Business Administration (Finance); MSc in Mechanical Engineering (Internal Combustion 
Engines). He is a Certified Energy Manager and a senior member of the Association of Energy Engineers 
and the Ghana Institution of Engineers. 
 
As the Executive Secretary of the Energy Commission since 2005 he has led the Energy Commission to 
develop the necessary regulatory structures, licensing framework and legislation for electricity and 
natural gas production, transmission and distribution. He led the introduction of Appliance Standards and 
Labelling in Ghana. 
 
In 2007, he spearheaded the implementation of the mass replacement of 6 million incandescent lamps 
with energy efficient Compact Fluorescent Lamps, an exercise that resulted in the reduction in electricity 
demand by 124 MW in 2008. 
 
He is the Deputy Chairman of the Governing Board of the Vienna based Renewable Energy and Energy 
Efficiency Partnership, REEEP. 
 
 



 
Ivo Imparato 
Program Leader – Sustainable Development, World Bank  
 
 
Ivo Imparato graduated as a Civil Engineer at the University of São Paulo, and later studied urban planning 
at the University of Trento, in Italy. Ivo has worked in urban development, water and sanitation, municipal 
management and infrastructure since 1983, initially as a municipal engineer in São Paulo State, and later 
as a project manager in the Italian Government development aid program, based in Rome. In 1994, Ivo 
joined UN-Habitat in Nairobi, as the manager of the Settlement Upgrading Program. He returned to Brazil 
in 1997 as a Director of Diagonal Urbana, a consultancy. Ivo joined the World Bank in 2001. From 2001 to 
2006, Ivo was the Regional Advisor in charge of the Cities Alliance office for Latin America, based in São 
Paulo, and worked on the World Bank’s urban and housing portfolio in Brazil. In 2003, Ivo’s book “Slum 
Upgrading and Participation: Lessons from Latin America” was published by the World Bank. From 2007 
to 2010 Ivo was based in Washington, DC, as a Senior Urban Specialist in the Latin America Region, where 
his work focused on the Andean countries. From 2010 to 2013 Ivo was based in Maputo, as the World 
Bank’s Sector Leader for Sustainable Development, covering urban development, infrastructure, 
agriculture, energy, social development, environment and natural resources for a group of seven countries 
in Southern Africa. From 2013 to 2016 Ivo was the Regional Team Leader of the Water and Sanitation 
Program for Latin America and the Caribbean, based in Lima, Peru. He relocated to Accra in 2016 as the 
World Bank’s Program Leader for Sustainable Development for Ghana, Liberia and Sierra Leone. 
 
 

 
Henry Kerali 
Country Director – Ghana, World Bank  
 
Mr Henry Kerali is the new Country Director for Ghana, Liberia and Sierra Leone, effective July 1, 2015. 

In this position, his top three priorities will be to: (i) work closely with the three partner countries to 
provide innovative products and services that respond to their diverse development challenges and 
contribute to achieving sustainable economic growth and poverty reduction, with a specific emphasis on 



post-Ebola recovery; (ii) manage the Accra office and lead and support staff and the country 
management team, working closely with internal and external partners, to enhance results; and (iii) 
contribute to regional and corporate initiatives. 

Mr Kerali, a Ugandan national, joined the Bank in 2003 in the Infrastructure & Energy Department in the 
Europe and Central Asia (ECA) Region. Before joining the Bank, he was a Professor at the University of 
Birmingham, England, specializing in the development of transport infrastructure. He led the research of 
developed economic cost-benefit models for assessing the feasibility of infrastructure investments. He 
holds a BSc (Eng.) from Makerere University, and MSc and PhD from the University of Birmingham, UK. 

Prior to taking up this new appointment, Henry was the World Bank's Regional Director for the South 
Caucasus, based in Georgia. He has previously also worked in different regions of the world including 
Latin America, Africa, East Asia, South Asia, and ECA, and has also served as Sector Manager of the 
Bank's transport program in the ECA Region. 

He is married with three adult children. As a Professor, he has authored over 100 publications in various 
books, journals and reports. For leisure, he enjoys playing golf, cycling and Latin dance. 

 

 
Prof. Joe Oteng Adjei 
Former Minister of Energy, Republic of Ghana 
 
Prof Joe Oteng-Adjei is currently an Adjunct Associate Professor at the Electrical Engineering Department 
of Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology (KNUST), Ghana and President of Zepta Ghana 
Limited, an Energy Consulting, Project Management and Business Development firm in Ghana. Joe is a 
former Minister for Environment, Science, Technology and Innovation (2013 - 2014), and also a former 
Energy Minister for Ghana (2009 – 2013). He worked with the Ministry of Energy (1991 – 2001) and 
was the Director of Power from 1996 to 2001. He also worked with the Ghana Institute of Management 
and Public Administration (GIMPA) from 2002 to 2009 and held various positions such as Director for 
Graduate Studies, Dean (Greenhill College – Undergraduate program), Dean (Business School) and 
Academic Registrar (GIMPA). Prof. Joe has over the years rendered valuable consultancy and teaching 
services to a number of organizations and institutions including:  

✔ The World Bank (Short Term Consultant),  
✔ The International Finance Corporation,  
✔ Central University College, Ghana;  
✔ West African Power Pool (WAPP),  
✔ Public Utilities Regulatory Commission (PURC), Ghana;  
✔ Energy Commission (EC), Ghana;  
✔ Millennium Challenge Account, Ghana; and  



✔ International Finance Corporation, Ghana. 
 
On professional career path, Prof Oteng-Adjei is a Fellow of the Ghana Institution of Engineers and a 
member of IEEE.  

✔ Joe has a BSc (Hons) degree in Electrical Engineering from KNUST.  
✔ He holds an MSc and PhD degrees from the University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, 

Canada. 
✔ He has an MBA degree from Cranfield University, Bedford, England. 

 

 

Clement Abavana 

Noxie Consult Ltd. 

He graduated with a B.Sc. degree in Electrical and Electronic Engineering in 1972 from the Kwame 
Nkrumah University of Science & Technology, Kumasi. He entered Harvard University in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, USA where in 1997 he obtained a Master’s degree in Public Policy and Management from 
Kennedy School of Government. He is presently a Fellow of the Ghana Institution of Engineers. He worked 
with Electricity Corporation of Ghana from 1972 to 1987 and with Volta River Authority from 1987 to 
1998. In 1998 he was seconded from VRA to the Ministry of Energy to run a UNDP-GEF-GOG Solar Energy 
project (the RESPRO Project) on behalf of the Government. In 2005 He was appointed by the World Bank 
as the Technical Advisor to the Minister of Energy, working mainly on the Power Sector Reforms. His work 
resulted in the establishment of GRIDCo. In 2007 while still Technical Advisor to the Minister of Energy 
he was appointed the Project Coordinator of the Ghana Energy Development and Access Project, (GEDAP), 
and retired at the beginning of 2009 having attained the age of 60 years. In 2009/2010 he was appointed 
by Investment Climate Facility for Africa as Chief Transaction Advisor to the Minister of Energy of the 
Republic of Rwanda. He is presently managing a private consultancy firm, Noxie Consult Ltd., which 
specialises in Energy, Carbon and Management. 

 



 

Jabesh Amissah-Arthur 

CEO, Arthur Energy Advisors 

Ing. Amissah-Arthur has varied experience in technical and management roles. He has 40years of varied 
working experience in technical, management and consulting roles in the energy sector of Ghana and the 
Africa.  

He holds a BSc Mechanical Engineering from Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology, 
Kumasi, 1979 and a Masters in Public Administration from Harvard University, Massachusetts, USA, 1996. 
Jabesh’s extensive experience in utility management, power sector infrastructure development, project 
management, strategic planning and policy analysis spans works he has done in Ghana and Africa. 

During his 22+ years career in VRA, Jabesh held many significant positions; notably Ag. Chief Executive 
responsible for all activities including Power operations, Project Development & Implementation; Deputy 
Chief Executive (Engineering & Operations) with sole responsibility for providing strategy, policy advice 
and oversight for all Engineering, Project Planning, Development and Operations & Maintenance activities 
and Director of Engineering, where he led the VRA team to undertake Power System Planning & 
Engineering, Supervise the Design and Construction of all Capital Works of the Volta River Authority.  

Between 2004 and 2009, Jabesh consulted for the World Bank and other notable institutions on a number 
of sub-regional projects one of which was the ECOWAS Emergency Power Supply Security Plan. 

Mr. Amissah-Arthur, was contracted by the Bui Power Authority (BPA) as its CEO from June 2009 to lead 
the construction of the 400MW hydro plant and to fully establish BPA as per the agreed contract with the 
lending agency. At the time when many power projects were queuing for Government Support, Ing 
Amissah-Arthur conceived and structured the Bui Hydro-Solar Hybrid Scheme. He then initiated and 
successfully tendered internationally and selected an Independent Private Producer to develop a 50 MW 
solar plant at a very competitive price. The solar plant when completed would be operated in tandem with 
the Bui hydro plant in order to effectively mitigate the intermittency challenges with solar PV generation. 
His role in the construction and initial operation of the Bui Hydro Plant and the setting up of the BPA 
operations was completed in January 2017 with the submission of the project completion report and he 
returned to private consultancy as the Managing Partner of Arthur Energy Advisors. 

 



 

Ing. John Nuworklo 

Fmr. Managing Director, NEDCo 

John Nuworklo is an Electrical and Electronics Engineer with 36 years of work experience in electricity 
generation, transmission and distribution in Ghana. He started his career as a Protection and Control 
Engineer with the then Transmission System Department of the Volta River Authority (VRA) in 1982 and 
became a Transmission System Area Manager, Akosombo, in 1988. As Area Manager, he was responsible 
for planning, administering and supervising activities for the operation, maintenance and repair of 
Transmission Systems equipment and the performance of associated support activities. He moved on to 
work as Manager, Design, in the VRA’s Engineering Design and Construction Department in 1999. As 
Manager, Design, he supervised all the Electromechanical, Civil and Architectural Design activities of the 
VRA, Consultancy Services, Survey activities of the Authority, and Monitoring of the safety and 
Maintenance of VRA’s hydroelectric dams. He was appointed Director, Northern Electricity Department 
(NED) of the VRA, in 2000 the position he held until the VRA operationalized the Northern Electricity 
Distribution Company (NEDCo) in 2011 when he was appointed the first Managing Director of NEDCo. As 
Managing Director, he was responsible for the strategic management of the operations, technical, 
commercial, financial, real estate, human resource and other administrative functions of the electricity 
distribution system in the Northern, Upper East, Upper West and Brong Ahafo Regions as well as parts of 
the Ashanti and Volta Regions of Ghana. NEDCO’s operations cover over two-thirds of the landmass of 
Ghana most of which is rural. In 2016, he served as the Director, Research, Statistics & Information 
Management, and later as Director, Generation and Transmission, at the Ministry of Energy. As Director, 
Generation and Transmission, he was responsible for management and oversight for all generation and 
transmission planning and policy for the whole energy sector of Ghana. In 2017, he returned to work in 
the VRA as Advisor to the Chief Executive Officer. He is currently a member of the Interim Management 
Committee of the Volta Lake Transport Company. 

 

 
Dr. Rose Mensah Kutin 
Regional Director, ABANTU for Development 
 



Dr. Rose Mensah-Kutin is the Director of the Accra-based West African Regional Office of ABANTU for 
Development, a women’s rights organisation promoting gender responsiveness in policies in Ghana, 
Africa and beyond. ABANTU hosts the Women’s Manifesto Coalition (WMC) and the Gender Action on 
Climate Change for Equality and Sustainability (GACCES) both in Ghana. She served as the Convenor of 
the Network for Women’s Rights in Ghana (NETRIGHT), in 2005-2009 and also provided leadership for 
the development of the Women’s Manifesto for Ghana (2004), a living political but non-partisan document 
that outlines key issues of concern to women and makes demands for addressing them.  

She holds a Ph.D in Gender and Energy Studies from the University of Birmingham, UK. She also holds a 
Masters’ Degree in Development Studies from the Institute of Social Studies, The Netherlands. She 
attended the University of Ghana, Legon, for her first degree anda graduate diploma in Journalism and 
Mass Communication. 

She has carried out several assignments on energy, water, climate change, oil and gas from a gender 
perspective for international, regional and national agencies. She also serves several a number of boards. 
At the International level, she serves on the Advisory Board of the International Gender and Sustainable 
Energy Network (ENERGIA) based in the Netherlands. At the national level, she is a member of the Judicial 
Council. She also chairs the Ghana Trades and Livelihoods Coalition (GTLC) a civil society organization on 
agriculture. 

 

 

 
Ing. Andrew T. Barfour 
Ghana SREP Coordinator, Ministry of Power, Ghana 
 

Ing. Andrew Tonto Barfour is the Director/Project Coordinator, Ghana Energy Development and Access 
Project (GEDAP) at the Ministry of Power, Ghana. He is a professional electrical engineer and a Fellow and 
past president of Ghana Institution of Engineers (Gh.I.E). He is also a Fellow of Institute of Directors, 
Ghana. 

He joined Electricity Company of Ghana (ECG) in 1977 after graduating from the then University of Science 
& Technology, UST, Kumasi with a B.Sc Eng. He also holds Ppostgraduate certificates in advanced power 
systems and project planning and management. He also possesses an MBA in utility management.  

He was regional director in three regions before he got appointed as director of operations of ECG. In his 
early years, he was part of the engineering team that designed the Likpe-Kukurantumi minihydro project. 



He was trained in reliability improvement for hydroelectric dams by ABB Sweden and also managing 
hydropower dams by EdF France all in Akuse, Ghana.  

He has also been recently involved in the preparatory activities towards the development of minihydro 
sites at Hemang, Juale, and Pwalugu in Ghana. 

He is the team leader for the early stage sustainability assessments and capacity building for six minihydro 
sites by the International Hydropower Association, funded by Swiss Government agency SECO. 

 

 
Wisdom Ahiataku-Togobo 
Director, Renewable Energy, Ministry of Energy 

Mr Wisdom Ahiataku-Togobo has a BSc degree in Physic and Mathematics from the University of Ghana, 
Legon and an MSc degree in Renewable Energy from the University of Oldenburg, Germany; He also has a 
post graduate Diploma in Economics from Queens University, Kingston Canada. 

He has over 20 years’ experience in renewable energy for developing countries and solar PV 
electrification in particular. He is currently the Director of Renewable Energy at the Ministry of Energy, 
Ghana and was very instrumental in the development and passage of Ghana's Renewable Energy Act 
(Act 832). Mr. Togobo is a visiting lecturer and has a number of publications, articles and reports on 
renewable energy and sustainable development to his credit. 

 

 
Dr. Julius Ahiekpor 
Senior Lecturer, Centre for Energy, Environment and Sustainable 

Development (CEESD) 
 

Staff Grade: Senior Lecturer 

https://kstu.edu.gh/staff-grade/senior-lecturer


Department: Department of Chemical Engineering 
Faculty: Engineering and Technology 
Education:  

● PhD. (Chemical Engineering), University of Port Harcourt, Nigeria 
● MSc. (Chemical Engineering), KNUST, Ghana 
● BSc (Chemical Engineering), KNUST, Ghana 

Professional Membership:  
● Ghana Institution of Engineering (GhIE); National Registry of Environmental Professionals, USA 

(NREP) 

Research Interests:  
● Renewable energy technologies (Bioenergy, Biofuels, Biogas, Solar PV) 

Reaction kinetics 
Optimization of indigenous chemical processes 
Environmental and waste management 
Engineering Education 
Waste to Energy 
Efficient Cookstove Design. 

Teaching Areas:  
● Equipment Design 
● Plant Design and Economics 
● Process Control and Dynamics 
● Thermodynamics 
● Fluid transport 
● Reaction Kinetics. 

 
 

 
 

Oscar Amonoo-Neizer 
Director of Energy, PURC. 
 

Oscar K. Amonoo-Neizer is the Director for Energy at the Public Utilities Regulatory Commission (PURC). 
He is responsible for Strategy and Policy Development, Monitoring and Evaluation, Technical /Advisory 
support and projects. Until recently, was the Head of the Technical Regulation Division at the Energy 
Commission. Oscar Amonoo-Neizer was responsible for the monitoring and enforcement of technical 
regulations for the electricity and natural gas industry (downstream), issuing of licences and permits to 
participants in the Wholesale Electricity Market (WEM) and the natural gas industry and responsible for 
the development of legislative instruments and codes for the electricity and natural gas industry. Played 
key role in the development of codes and regulations such as the Electricity Grid Code, Electrical Wiring 
Regulations, Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Regulations and the updated Licence Application Manual for the 
Electricity and Natural Gas Industry. He holds an Executive MBA from the University of Ghana Business 

https://kstu.edu.gh/academic/departments/department-of-chemical-engineering
https://kstu.edu.gh/academics/faculties/engineering-and-technology


School, a postgraduate certificate from Fachoschule Aachen, Germany and a BSc Electrical/Electronic 
Engineering from the Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology. 

 

 

 

Antony Karembu 

AfDB SEFA Coordinator 

 

Antony Karembu Njeru is a Petroleum Economist at the National Oil Corporation of Kenya. He has vast 
experience in financial project analysis in both upstream and downstream oil, and gas projects. He is a 
member of the Kenya Government National Fossil Fuels Advisory Committee (NAFFAC) and the National 
Negotiation Team for Upstream Contracts where he is tasked with designing, analyzing and advising the 
Kenya Government on petroleum fiscal matters. 

Antony holds an MSc in Energy Studies (specialization in Oil and Gas Economics) for the CEPMLP, 
University of Dundee, where he graduated with Distinction in 2009. He is also a member of the 
International Association of Energy Economists (IAEE) and Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE).  

 

 

Henry Vanderpuye 

Access Manager, GEDAP 

 



Mr. Henry Vanderpuye is an engineer by profession. He started his engineering career with the Volta River 

Authority (a public power utility in Ghana), as a Design Engineer, as well as a Project Management 

Engineer, for the Utility’s Transmission and Distribution Network projects. Mr Vanderpuye was later 

given responsibility for the Utility’s Demand-side Management and Renewable Energy Unit where he was 

involved in growing the Unit and undertaking various projects including a successful energy-efficient 

lighting project aimed at catalyzing market adoption of compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs) in Ghana. After 

working in the utility for over 16 years, Mr. Vanderpuye moved to the Ministry of Energy in 2008, to serve 

as the Manager for Electricity Access under the multi donor-funded Ghana Energy Distribution and Access 

Project (GEDAP). His work involved engaging with various public and private stakeholders within the 

power sector, towards managing the entire cycle of electricity projects to improve the operational 

efficiency of the power distribution sector and increase access to electricity.  

Mr. Vanderpuye was a key member of the project management team that realized the design, 

procurement, installation and operation of five (5) pilot hybrid minigrid supply systems for five (5) 

remote island communities of Ghana, funded through a World Bank facility. He was also involved in 

shaping the existing public-led mini-grid policy.  

Mr. Vanderpuye continues to manage various donor-funded projects at the Ministry, with the objective of 

improving energy sector planning and coordination, improving the operational efficiency of the 

distribution sector, and increasing access to reliable electricity. 

He holds degrees in Electrical & Electronic Engineering as well as Business Management from the Kwame 

Nkrumah University of Science & Technology, Ghana, and the University of Roehampton, UK. 

 

 

Nicole Poindexter 

CEO, Black Star Energy 

Prior to founding Energicity and Black Star Energy, Ms. Poindexter was Sr. Director of Global Business 
Development at the world’s leader in energy consumer engagement and behavioral demand management 



Opower for electric utilities. She founded the business development team and led it through Opower’s 
IPO, building solutions in smart grid, customer account management and customer service, demand 
management, and grid operation analytics. Prior to Opower, Ms. Poindexter held leadership positions in 
strategy, operations, software development. In addition to Ms. Poindexter’s technical and business 
experience, she also brings a strong sensibility for community engagement initially from her experience 
leading Mayor of New York City’s economic development and community engagement efforts. 

Ms. Poindexter has an MBA from Harvard Business School with Distinction and received a BA in Political 
Science from Yale University in 3 years. 

 

 

Dana Rysankova 

Senior Energy Specialist, World Bank 

Dana Rysankova has been at the World Bank for nearly two decades, spearheading multiple projects in 
Latin American and African countries focused on energy access and distributed renewables. Recently 
Dana has assumed a new role of the Global Lead for Energy Access. She provides strategic and operational 
guidance to the World Bank’s Energy and Extractives Global Practice to scale-up the bank’s energy access 
interventions. In addition to this role, Dana is coordinating energy access activities at the World Bank’s 
Energy Sector Management Assistance Program (ESMAP), where among other things she is the Program 
Manager for Lighting Global. Dana also leads a global initiative for applying the Multi-Tier Framework for 
tracking energy access in the context of the Sustainable Energy for All and SDG7 goals. 
 

 

Lawrence Apaalse 

Chief Director, Ministry of Energy, Ghana 

Mr. Lawrence Apaalse is the current Ag. Chief Director of the Ministry of Energy. Mr. Apaalse holds a 
Master of Science Degree in Petroleum Geology and a Master of Science Degree in Micropaleontology from 
the Russian State University of Oil and Gas and University College London respectively. 



Mr. Lawrence Apaalse is an employee of the Ghana National Petroleum Corporation with over twenty-two 
(22) years working experience in the area of exploration and biostratigraphy but was seconded to the 
Ministry as Director Petroleum in August 2015. Prior to his secondment, he was appointed Manager of 
Exploration and Appraisal to oversee petroleum licensing, exploration and appraisals of discoveries. 

In addition, he was the National Coordinator of the Ghana National Continental Shelf Delineation Project 
(GNCSDP) and oversaw the preparation of Ghana’s Submission to the United Nations' Commission on the 
Limits of the Continental Shelf (CLCS) for the establishment of the outer limits of the continental shelf 
beyond 200 nautical miles in line with Article 76 of United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 
(UNCLOS). 

He is a member of the Ghana Institution of Geoscientists (GhIG), Ghana National Commission for UNESCO 
Natural Science Committee, Ghana National Committee for the Intergovernmental Oceanographic 
Commission (GNC/IOC), Ghana Boundary Commission, Petroleum Security Coordinating Committee and 
the American Association of Petroleum Geologists (AAPG). He served as National Representative of the 
IGCP Project No. 381-South Atlantic Mesozoic Correlation (SAMC) from 1996 - 2000. 

Throughout his career, Mr. Apaalse has planned and executed several projects, including a US$5.0 million 
seismic acquisition project for the implementation of Article 76 of UNCLOS in Ghana as well as leading the 
technical team of Environmental Solution Ltd (ESL) to carry out Art. 76 Desktop study for the Republic of 
Liberia. 

 

 

Rohit Khanna 

ESMAP Manager 

Rohit oversees a portfolio of analytical and advisory activities to inform the energy sector policy dialogue. 
Under his direction, ESMAP has grown exponentially to support over 250 activities in more than 130 
countries; influence World Bank, IDA, and IBRD financing; and leverage billons from global partners to 
support the growth of and strengthen the design and implementation of investment projects in the sector. 
Rohit joined The World Bank in 2000, and prior to assuming his current position at ESMAP, he worked on 
the Global Environment Facility (GEF) and Clean Technology Fund (CTF) at the World Bank. Before joining 
the World Bank, he was a Program Officer in the UN Environment Program, and worked for Save the 
Children Fund in its Bhutan Field Office.  

 



 

Iain Walker 

British High Commissioner to Ghana 

Iain Walker has been the UK’s High Commissioner to Ghana since August 2017. Before this, he was a Board 
Member of the Foreign & Commonwealth Office in London as a Director of Finance and Strategy. 

After studying law at the University of Dundee, Scotland, Iain moved to London where he qualified as a 
chartered accountant with EY focusing on banking and capital markets. He worked for an International 
non-government organization in Malawi and Kenya, and then for the UN in Ethiopia, before he returned 
to London working in the Prime Minister’s Delivery Unit initially for Tony Blair and then Gordon Brown. 

Arriving in Ghana on the 60th year of Independence, Iain’s priority is to draw on these strong, historic ties 
and focus on the future, shaping a UK-Ghana partnership which is even stronger for the next 60 years. 

 

 

Dr. Kandeh Yumkella 

Former UN Under-Secretary-General and Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Sustainable 
Energy for All 

Dr. Kandeh Yumkella is former United Nations Under-Secretary-General, Chair of UN-Energy (2008-2015) 
and founding CEO and Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Sustainable Energy for All. A 
distinguished development economist and an expert in agricultural economics with over 25 years of 
international experience, he brought a renewed and vital focus to global energy issues and led the 
coordination of the United Nations response to energy issues. Prior to joining the UN, he was Minister for 
Trade, Industry and State Enterprises for Sierra Leone and an assistant professor at Michigan State 
University. A member of pre-eminent global organizations and the recipient of numerous international 
awards, he holds a BSc in General Agriculture from Njala University College, Sierra Leone; MSc in 
Agricultural Economics, Cornell University and a PhD in Agricultural Economics, University of Illinois. 
Previously, he served as Director-General of United Nations Industrial Development Organization 
(UNIDO) for two four-year terms (2005-2013). 

 



 

H.E. Dr. Mahamudu Bawumia 

Vice President, Republic of Ghana, Universal Access for Socioeconomic Development: Success factors and 
the way forward for Ghana (tbc) 

 

Alhaji Dr Mahamudu Bawumia is an economist and a banker. He was born on October 7, 1963 in Tamale 
to the late Alhaji Mumuni Bawumia, former Chairman of the Council of State (1992–2000) and Hajia 
Mariama Bawumia. He was born into a large family and the 12th of his father’s 18 children and the second 
of his mother’s five children. His father was a teacher, lawyer and politician and a Mamprugu Royal and 
Paramount Chief of Kperiga in the Northern Region. Dr Bawumia is married to Samira Ramadan Bawumia, 
the only daughter of Alhaji Ahmed Ramadan, the former PNC National Chairman with three children. 

From 1988 to 1990, Dr. Bawumia worked as a lecturer in Monetary Economics, and International Finance 
at the Emile Woolf College of Accountancy in London, England. He also served as an economist at the 
Research Department of the International Monetary Fund in Washington DC, USA. From 1996 to 2000, he 
served as an Assistant Professor of Economics at Hankamer School of Business, Baylor University, Texas, 
USA, where he also received the Young Researcher Award in 1998. He returned to Ghana in 2000 to work 
as an economist at the Bank of Ghana. He rose from Senior Economist to Head of Department, and 
subsequently as Special Assistant to the Governor of the Bank. In June 2006, President J.A. Kufuor 
appointed him as a Deputy Governor of the Bank. 
 

 

Johannes C. Exel 

World Bank 

Jon leads ESMAP’s Global Facility on Mini Grids. The facility’s objective is to mainstream low-cost mini-
grids into operations, as well as develop the knowledge to achieve this. Jon also manages ESMAP’s Energy 
Access for the Urban Poor initiative. Jon has over two decades of experience in energy access and 
alternative energy sector. He previously worked with The World Bank (1998-2004) on renewable energy 



operations in Asia and Africa, private investors, national governments, and NGOs; and started the first 
registered mini-hydro development company under the new energy policy and regulations in Croatia. He 
has worked with diesel, solar, hydro, wind, and biomass based energy systems, focusing on the delivery 
of energy services to large groups of end users, business delivery models, business plans, (pre)investment 
plans, market intelligence, and how institutions and businesses deliver these services. Jon has lived and 
worked in Liberia, Indonesia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, East Jerusalem, and Cambodia. Jon is a Dutch 
national and holds Master’s in Energy Engineering and Business Administration. 

 

 

Dr. James Knuckles 

James Knuckles is a World Bank ESMAP consultant. He has worked with the Bank on mini grid projects in 
half a dozen countries over the past 7 years, and currently supports ESMAP's Global Facility on Mini Grids. 
He is co-author on two World Bank books on mini grids -- From the Bottom Up (2014) and Mini Grids for 
Half a Billion People (2019). Before working for the Bank, James worked with startup off grid companies 
in California and Haiti and an innovation policy organization in Washington, DC. James has a PhD in 
management from Cass Business School in London, where he recently successfully defended his 
dissertation on the supply chains of solar home systems sold in Haiti. He has an MBA from the Middlebury 
Institute of International Studies and a BA in mathematics from Bowdoin College. 

 

 

Catherine Morris 

CBI 

Catherine has designed, convened, and facilitated stakeholder forums and negotiations on a broad range 
of environmental and energy topics both in the U.S. and internationally. Catherine helps stakeholders 
across diverse organizations and sectors to develop and implement more effective agreements by 
relying on credible experts and analysis to support their joint learning and negotiations. Catherine 



facilitated the joint World BankClimate Investment Fund Mini Grid Learning Event in Nairobi in May 
2016. Following the event, she has been working with a number of mini-grid private sector developers 
in East Africa, exploring the creation of an industry association. In the U.S.  

 

 

Juliette Besnard 

Facilitator, World Bank 

Juliette is working at the World Bank Energy Global Practice on electrification projects in Latin America 
and Africa. Prior to working at the World Bank, she worked for 5 years for key energy players such as 
Total S.A, and the French Agency for Development, supporting infrastructure development in Sub-Saharan 
Africa. Juliette holds a Master Degree in Public Affairs from Sciences Po Lille (France) and a Master Degree 
in Business Administration from ESCP Europe (France). 

 

 

Tatia Lemondzhava 

Facilitator, World Bank 

Tatia Lemondzhava is a young professional focusing on global affairs, macroeconomics and the geopolitics 
of energy. 

Tatia is a native Georgian raised in St. Petersburg, Russia. She has an extensive academic background in 
both Europe and the United States in European Studies, International Affairs and International Economics, 
professional experience working on and with a number of former Soviet states, and a strong interest in 
the geopolitical developments in the Eurasia region. 

Tatia currently works for the World Bank’s Energy and Extractives Global Practice, where she focuses on 
technical assistance and capacity building projects in the areas of energy access and electrification in the 



Sub-Saharan Africa Region. Prior to joining the World Bank Group in 2012, Tatia worked as an Analyst at 
Sidar Global Advisors, where she managed research on oil and gas projects and developments in the 
former USSR - largely in Russia, Ukraine, Georgia and Belarus. 

Tatia holds an M.Sc. in European Studies from the London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE) 
and an M.A. in International Relations and International Economics from the Johns Hopkins Paul H. Nitze 
School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS). 

 

 

Richenda Van Leeuwen 

Rocky Mountain Institute 

Richenda is a globally recognized energy access expert who from 2010-2016 founded and headed Energy 
Access at the UN Foundation and engagement with the UN Sustainable Energy for All Initiative. She is now 
Chair, International Institutions at the Global LPG Partnership (clean cooking), and a member of the 
Technical Advisory Group to ESMAP at the World Bank. Her deep public and private sector experience 
includes commercial and impact investment in emerging markets renewable energy companies with Good 
Energies, and 5 years as CEO of Trickle Up, an international women's microenterprise non-profit. She 
serves on the board of SELCO India, as a US "C3E" Women's Clean Energy Ambassador (Clean Energy 
Ministerial), and is a member of the Zayed Future Energy Prize Selection Committee. 

 

 

Besnik Hyseni 

World Bank 



Besnik focuses on the Efficient, Clean Cooking and Heating and the Global Facility on Mini Grids initiatives 
as a member of the Energy Access team. He manages the portfolio and technical review for these 
initiatives, and supports to World Bank teams on these topics, as well as facilitates knowledge 
management aspects. Previously, in the World Bank’s Africa region, Besnik supported the coordination of 
the Africa Clean Cooking Energy Solutions (ACCES) and the Uganda Clean Cooking Supply Chain 
Expansion project. Besnik brings six years of World Bank-specific operational and analytical work 
experience in energy access and household energy—clean cooking, off-grid electrification, in particular—
and economic analysis of power projects. Besnik holds a BA in International Relations from Stanford 
University and a MA in International Economic Policy from Columbia University's School of International 
and Public Affairs. 

 

 

Gianmarco Servetti 

Facilitator, Castalia 

 

Gianmarco has extensive expertise in sustainable energy and CO2 mitigation. His recent experience at 
Castalia includes managing the development of a Sustainable Energy Framework for Barbados, where he 
adviced on policy, regulations, and financial instruments for promoting economically viable renewable 
energy and energy efficiency projects that will reduce the country's energy costs, reliance on fossil fuels, 
and CO2 emissions; and the development of a legal framework for renewable energy in Dominica, with a 
particular focus on realizing the country's geothermal potential. Among previous assignments, he 
participated in the design of renewable energy and energy efficiency credit facilities for Peru and Jordan; 
the design of energy efficiency and CO2 mitigation programs in Bolivia, Mexico, Honduras, and the United 
States; and a study on the biofuels potential of Mozambique. His expertise also includes analyzing private 
equity investment opportunities in renewable energy and clean technology projects.  

 

 

Victor Labaa 



Senior Engineer – Electricity Markets, Energy and Water Utilities Regulatory Authority (EWURA) 
 
Eng. Victor Labaa has been working as a Senior Engineer – Electricity Markets at the Energy and Water Utilities 

Regulatory Authority (EWURA) since July 2017. His responsibilities among others include provision of 
support in monitoring activities of power generation and electricity marketing as well as regulation of 
small power projects including mini grids. Previously he was working as a Senior Engineer- Renewable 
Energy at EWURA since April 2016. His responsibilities among others include provision of support in 
ensuring optimal provision of economic, technical, safety and environmental inputs to regulating and 
controlling the generation of electricity; to monitor activities of new and renewable energy and light 
handed regulation of small power projects.  

Before joining EWURA, Eng. Labaa had been working as the Project Coordinator for the Tanzania Energy 
Development and Access Expansion Project (TEDAP) at the Ministry of Energy and Minerals as well as 
was working as the Project Engineer in the Biofuels Development Project called “Strengthening Policy, 
Legal, Regulatory and Institutional Framework for Sustainable Development of Biofuels Industry in 
Tanzania” at the same Ministry.  

Eng. Labaa holds a MSc in Energy and Environment awarded from the University of Leeds in the United Kingdom. 
BSc. In Chemical and Processing awarded from the University of Dar es Salaam in Tanzania and has 
attended various professional trainings in various countries as summarized in the table below. He is also 
registered as a Professional Engineer (PE.3402) by the Engineers Registration Board of Tanzania.   

 

 
Rik Wuts 
Powerhive 
 

Rik Wuts, Co-founder and Vice President, Business Development, Powerhive, Inc. Organization Powerhive 
designs, builds and operates resilient energy infrastructure for off-grid communities in emerging markets. 
We focus on low-cost distributed solar microgrids to enable governments to reach both their rural 
electrification and carbon reduction goals. Powerhive customers prepay for electricity through mobile 
money networks, gaining access to an affordable and reliable electricity supply to power small appliances 
and income generating equipment, as well as lighting and mobile phone charging.  
  
Personal During the last decade Mr. Rik Wuts has focused on combining cutting-edge technology and 
innovative business models to deliver market solutions. Before co-founding Powerhive, Rik was the 
marketing director at Intivation where he helped introduce solar powered devices in more than 
30countries. He has also consulted several large companies and SMEs on product innovation and business 
strategy. Rik earned a BS in applied physics and an MS in product design from Delft University of 
Technology. Originally from Amsterdam, he currently lives in Nairobi and is leading the international 
expansion of Powerhive. 
 



 
 
Subodh Mathur 
Facilitator 
 
Subodh Mathur is an economist (Ph.D. MIT). He has wide-ranging international and U.S. policy and operational 

experience. He has worked in several countries in Asia and Africa as a consultant for the World Bank. He 
has also worked as an economist for a variety of U.S. agencies. These include the D.C. Public Service 
Commission, the D.C. Department of Energy and Environment, Maryland Energy Administration, and the 
U.S. Postal Service.  
 
He has a proven teaching record. He is an occasional adjunct professor of economics at the American 
University, Washington D.C. He teaches mainly graduate courses 

 
 

 
Gabriel Davies 
CrossBoundary Energy Access 
 

Gabriel Davies is Head of Energy Access at CrossBoundary and based in the company’s Nairobi office. Prior 
to CrossBoundary, Mr. Davies worked as an Associate at Augusta & Co, a London-based investment firm 
focused on renewable energy, where he worked in the investment banking team. At Augusta & Co, Mr. 
Davies advised developers, utilities, and institutional investors on placing capital into over 2GW of 
renewable energy projects and businesses across Europe, and also originating and structuring corporate 
PPAs. Previously, he worked for the UK’s Department of Energy and Climate Change, advising the 
Government on energy policy. Mr. Davies has also worked for BP’s Alternative Energy division in London 
and Brazil. He has written about the off-grid sector in Africa for the Financial Times’ ‘This is Africa’, the 
Brookings Institution and Greentech Media. 

He holds an MA in physics and philosophy from the University of Oxford. 

 



 
Jin Lee 
World Bank 
 

Jin Lee is a Private Sector Specialist with the World Bank Group’s Finance, Competitiveness, and 
Innovation Global Practice. She has 12 years of experience in climate change, entrepreneurship, and 
finance for private sector development. Her current work focuses on early stage financing and capacity 
building of incubators and accelerators supporting green businesses. Prior to joining the Bank, Jin has 
advised the European Commission on its climate and energy policy implementation and invested in and 
managed carbon finance projects. Jin holds M.A. in International Economics from the Johns Hopkins 
University School of Advanced International Studies and B.A. in Geography and Environmental Biology 
from Colgate University. 

 

 

Hayley Bron 

PEG Africa 

Hayley Bron is the Director of People & Culture at PEG Africa, a fast growing social enterprise that provides 
solar energy products to rural West Africans on a pay-as-you-go model. Recently, Hayley spearheaded a 
gender mainstreaming initiative that qualified PEG as CDC’s first 2x challenge investment for gender 
equality. 

 



 

Ifunanya Nwandu-Dozie 

Nigeria Rural Electrification Agency 

Ifunanya Nwandu is an energy professional with over nine years’ experience in leveraging donor and 
government funds to expand the renewable energy sectors in America and West Africa. Ifunanya currently 
manages a $75million World Bank/ Rural Electrification Agency grant fund aimed at accelerating the 
private market for Solar Home Systems in Nigeria. She began her career at the U.S. Department of Energy, 
Loans programs office, where she worked in the portfolio management division to monitor the progress 
and ability of companies to repay innovative renewable energy technology loans. She then moved on to 
co-manage a £15m DFID-funded Solar program in Nigeria - here she supported companies at various 
stages of market development to accelerate their growth in the nascent solar energy space. Ifunanya is 
passionate about using innovative energy solutions to support poverty alleviation. 

 

 

Dr. Chris Greacen 

Mini Grid expert, Facilitator 

Chris Greacen has worked on policy and hands-on implementation of renewable energy from village to 
government levels. As co-director of the non-profit organization Palang Thai he helped draft Thailand’s 
Very Small Power Producer (VSPP) policies, which account for over 1200 MW of renewable energy on-
line and additional 3700 MW with signed PPAs as of March 2012. He conducted dozens of studies on 
renewable energy and power sector planning and governance in Thailand, including a government-
commissioned study that helped shape Thailand’s design of its feed-in tariff program. 

As a World Bank consultant he has worked since 2008 with the Tanzanian Energy Water Utilities 
Regulatory Authority (EWURA) to draft guidelines and rules for Tanzania’s Small Power Producer (SPP) 
program, which streamlines deployment of renewable energy mini-grids for rural electrification and grid-
connected renewable energy to augment Tanzania’s national grid. 



With the Border Green Energy Team (BGET) he has led installation of 13 pico-hydropower projects with 
remote communities in the Thai-Burma border area, as well as leading the construction of dozens of solar 
electric systems for remote medical clinics in eastern Burma. His PhD dissertation from the Energy and 
Resources Group (ERG) at the University of California at Berkeley focused on micro-hydroelectricity in 
rural Thailand. He also has a BA in Physics from Reed College with a thesis on solar photovoltaic 
semiconductor physics. He has worked on renewable energy projects in Nepal, India, Burma, Cambodia, 
China, Guatemala, Micronesia, North Korea, Tibet, Vanuatu, Vietnam, and on Native American 
reservations. 

 

 

Mireia Gil 

Azimut 360 

Responsible for the design, coordination, management and implementation of projects in different 
countries: Spain, France, United Kingdom, Morocco, The Gambia, Burkina Faso, Ivory Coast, Sierra Leone, 
Palestine, Nicaragua, Zambia, Fiji and Tonga.  

Sixteen-year experience in large and small grid-connected photovoltaic plants around the world; for a 
total of 23.33 MW on multimegawatt projects and a total of 620 kW on projects between 10k and 100 kW 
(specially in building integrated PV Systems).  

Ten-year experience in Rural Electrification projects in Developing Countries, particularly implementing 
Centralized hybrid Micro-grid Solar Systems.  

Founder of Azimut 360 SCCL and manager of Azimut O2, our division specialized on providing Solar 
Medical Oxygen Solutions in the global places where both oxygen resources and reliable electricity supply 
are not guaranteed. 

 

 

Dr. Hasna Khan 

CEO, PSL-USA 



 

Hasna is one of the world’s leading experts in solar electrification for low-income communities and leads 
ITT’s work on the topic. Before joining ITT, she was the CEO of Prokaushali Sangsad Limited, a 
Bangladesh-based NGO that has been one of the country’s leading organizations in enabling access to 
electricity.  

Hasna has more than 25 years of professional engineering and teaching experience in the energy sector. 
Following a teaching career in University of Maryland, and research at Brookhaven National Laboratory, 
since 1996 she has contributed to many pioneering works for the renewable energy sector of Bangladesh. 
Her most notable work includes design and development of the Bangladesh national Solar Home System 
(SHS) micro-finance program for the World Bank including a market assessment and feasibility study, and 
micro-enterprise development for women in renewable energy technology applications. More recently, 
her work in building Bangladesh’s first solar mini-grid system has laid the foundation for a broad-based 
understanding of usage patterns, business model innovations, and the various challenges associated with 
rural mini-grids.  

A member of the renewable energy G8 task force, Hasna has worked with leading authorities in the energy 
space, helped analyze the international energy scenario, and contributed significantly to several 
development programs. Currently, she is helping develop an educational program for creating technically 
qualified workforce for the renewable energy sector. She has also served as the President of Energy 
Systems, a US based energy consulting firm. Hasna holds an MS and PhD in Nuclear Engineering from 
University of Washington, and a BSc in Mechanical Engineering from BUET in Bangladesh. 

 

 

Ashish Shrestha 

Facilitator, World Bank 

Ashish Shrestha is a Consultant with the World Bank’s Energy & Extractives Global Practice, where he 
serves as a technical expert for the Energy Sector Management Assistance Program (ESMAP) Global 
Facility for Mini-grids, providing advisory and operational support for mini-grid development in Asia and 
Africa. He is currently leading preparation of the mini-grid component of the Nigeria Electrification 
Project. Ashish was previously the coordinator for several World Bank energy access projects in Nepal 
and a researcher with the Development Economics Research Group, where his research focus was on the 
nexus of clean energy and climate change, including bio-energy and forest carbon, as well as sustainable 
transportation. He holds an M.A. in Sustainable International Development from Brandeis University and 
a B.A. in Economics from Hamilton College. 

 



 

Eitan Hochster 

Odyssey Energy Solutions 

 

Eitan is the Vice President of Business Development at Odyssey Energy Solutions, a software platform for 
managing and monitoring distributed energy investments. Previously, Eitan was Director of Business 
Development at Lumos Global, one of the largest providers of solar home systems in Western Africa. At 
Lumos, Eitan was responsible for financing of solar assets and business partnerships. Eitan also has 
experience in clean energy finance at the Connecticut Green Bank, emerging markets mobile payments, 
and cleantech venture capital. Eitan has an MBA and Masters of Environmental Management from Yale 
University.  

 

 

Ibrahim Abada 

Senior Energy Systems Analyst, Tractebel (Engie) 

Dr. Ibrahim ABADA is a Senior Energy Systems Analyst with Tractebel (ENGIE). He is an expert in 
modeling power and gas systems and analyzing the functioning of markets, from the economic, financial 
and regulatory perspectives. Ibrahim applies economic concepts and mathematical tools (like machine 
learning and optimization) to perform strategic and operational studies related to the ongoing energy 
transition and decarbonization. During the last years, he specialized in energy access problems in Africa, 
where he focuses on the use of geospatial, machine learning and optimization techniques to foster the 
development of tools that could help electrification agencies, decision makers and other stakeholders in 
the process of universal access. Ibrahim worked 9 years in the energy sector. He holds a PhD in applied 
mathematics and economics from the University of Nanterre in France, an Engineering Degree and a 
Masters in Physics from the Ecole Polytechnique of France. 

 



 

Dramani Bukari 

SNV World, Facilitator 

Dramani Bukari is credited with eleven years’ professional experience in Development practice, Public 
policy, Business development and Academia. He is presently Project Manager with SNV Netherlands 
Development Organisation where he maintains oversight responsibility over the advancement of off-grid 
electrification and clean cooking under the Voice for Change Partnership Programme in Ghana. Herein, 
his expertise cut across business models, financing, market development, policy, evidence generation, 
advocacy and capacity building. Having worked with both public and private players within the mini-grids 
landscape in Ghana, he is deeply acquainted with the relevant community level, enabling environment 
and business model issues. He is been the Executive Business Consultant for AKK Risk Management, 
Managing Consultant for Futuresource Ghana Ltd, Projects Coordinator for Cooperation for Integrated 
Development, Editor-in-Chief of CEMPLP Energy Journal and Lecturer at the Tamale Technical University. 
He is also served on many committees with the most recent being Technical Committee Member for the 
conceptualisation and establishment of the Ghana Incentive Base Risk Sharing for Agricultural Lending of 
the Central Bank of Ghana. His core competencies are in renewable/energy policy, energy modeling, 
financial & sustainability analysis, project cost-benefit and impacts valuation and sustainable 
development. He possesses an MSc. (Energy Economics) with distinction, University of Dundee, UK; BA. 
Economics, Kwame Nkrumah University of Science & Technology, Ghana.  

      

 

Ishmael Edjekumhene 

KITE (tbc) 

 

Mr. Ishmael Edjekumhene is currently the Executive Director of KITE. Mr. Edjekumhene joined KITE in 
1999 as a Projects Officer. Mr. Edjekumhene has been involved in the development and/or execution of 
several development-related research projects thereby contributing substantially to the body of 
knowledge being generated within KITE.He has in addition been managing the KITE office in Kumasi as 



well as being a member of the KITE Management Committee since 2003. He has thus been involved in the 
decision making processes of the organization and the direct supervision of the day to day operations of 
project and non-project staff. Mr. Edjekumhene has also represented KITE at several international, 
regional and national fora/conferences notably among them are the 2008 Washington Renewable Energy 
Conference and the 6th Conference of Parties (COP 6) in Hague, the Netherlands in 2000. Mr. 
Edjekumhene’s current research interests include ensuring the provision and preservation of energy 
public benefits such as access, energy efficiency, renewable energy and environmental protection in a 
reformed energy sector, mainstreaming of energy in national development programmes and climate 
change with emphasis on the monetization of carbon. He holds a Masters degree in Economics (Public 
Policy) from the University of Hull, UK and Bachelors degree in Land Economy (with first class honours) 
from the Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology, Ghana. He is married to Rita and blessed 
with three kids – Awura Ama, Nana Osei and Oheneba. 

      

 

 

Dr. Ishmael Ackah  

Ghana Energy Commission 

      

Ishmael is an Energy Economist with experience that spans public service, civil society and academia. He 
worked as the Head of Policy Unit, at the Africa Centre for Energy Policy, where he coordinated research 
and advocacy on accountant ability and transparency in sustainable energy management and petroleum 
revenue management. In addition, through a collaboration between the Ghana Oil and Gas for Inclusive 
Growth (GOGIG-OPM-UK), and the Government of Ghana, he was recruited as a Technical Advisor on 
Energy and Petroleum Policies to the Minister for Planning. In this role, he was part of the team that 
developed the energy and petroleum sections of the Coordinated Programme for Economic and Social 
Development Policies (Ghana’s current national vision-2017 to 2024). In addition, he was part of the 
Infrastructure sub-Technical Team that developed the energy demand scenarios for the Ghana Integrated 
Bauxite Development Authority (GIBADA) in 2018. Ishmael is the first Coordinator of Local Content at the 
Ghana Energy Commission where he has initiated an industry wide baseline study before the full 
implementation of the Local Content Regulations. Related to this role, he serves on the technical 
Committee that is reviewing Ghana’s Energy Policy, the Committee drafting the 2019 Energy Outlook and 
the Strategic National Energy Plan and is part of the technical sub-committee working on the Energy 
Sector Recovery Program.  

He has served as an Adjunct Lecturer at the Institute for Oil and Gas Studies, University of Cape Coast, 
School of Liberal Arts and Social Science, GIMPA and the Department of Economics, Kwame Nkrumah 
University of Science and Technology. He has provided research consultancies for the United Nations 



University, IHS Markit, GOGIG/OPM, the Natural Resource Governance Institute, SNV and SEND Ghana 
among others. He has published about 30 peer-reviewed papers in high impact journals to his credit. He 
holds Ph.D in Energy Economics and Policy (University of Portsmouth, UK) and Msc in Energy Economics 
and Policy (University of Surrey, UK).      

 

 

Syeeda Yeasmeen Meer 
IDCOL 
Ms. Syeeda Yeasmeen Meer has been involved with renewable energy projects for over 7 years at 
Infrastructure Development Company Limited (IDCOL). She has been involved in financing of various 
renewable energy projects including solar mini-grid, solar irrigation, solar roof-top and utility scale solar 
plants, many of which were first of its kind in Bangladesh. She is currently working with particular focus 
on solar mini-grid projects supported by IDCOL which has contributed towards generation of over 4 MWp 
of electricity which ensured access to electricity of over 21,000 remote rural households of Bangladesh. 
She has previously shared experience of solar mini-grids in Bangladesh at a mini-grid learning event 
arranged by ESMAP in Nairobi, Kenya during 2016. 

 

 

Seth Mahu 
Deputy Director, Renewable Electricity, Ghana Ministry of Energy 
 
Seth Mahu holds an MSc in Renewable Energy from the University of Oldenburg-German. He has over 15 
years of experience in renewable energy project development, policy formulation and implementation, 
energy systems planning, systems design, and mini grid electrification schemes.  

He is the Deputy Director, Renewable Electricity at the Ministry of Energy, Ghana. His function at the 
Ministry of Energy includes but not limited to the management of the Renewable Electricity portfolios of 
the Ministry and Ghana Energy Development and Access Project (GEDAP).  

As the National Focal Point for the Scaling-up Renewable Energy Programme (SREP) under the Climate 
Investment Fund (CIF), he is leading the process to develop the country’s flagship renewable energy 



program which includes utility-scale, mini-grids scale-up, institutional and human capacity development. 
He has recently been nominated to serve on the SREP Subcommittee of the CIF at the World Bank. 

Prior to joining the Ministry of Energy in 2011, Mahu Seth was the West Africa Regional Manager for GPCo 
Inc, Canada (the wind energy Division of HATCH) where he launched and coordinated the firm’s wind 
power development activities in Ghana and Senegal. 

 

 

Sunita Chikkatur Dubey 
Facilitator, World Bank 
Sunita Dubey is a consultant with the World Bank and her focus is on energy access. She brings more than 
15 years of experience in the energy sector, especially on policies, research, analysis and capacity 
development. She is currently based in Accra, Ghana where her work interest has focused on mini-grids, 
productive uses and cross sectoral support to agriculture program. 

 

 

Mahamadou Kanta 

Mali Director of Rural Electrification 

Ingénieur de l’Industrie et des Mines, spécialité Energétique, Expert des Energies Renouvelables. 

Diplômé en Maîtrise de Physique appliquée « Diplôme d’ingénieur des sciences appliquées » à la faculté 
des sciences et techniques de l’université de Bamako. 

Directeur de l’Electrification Rurale au sein de l’Agence Malienne pour le Développement de l’Energie 
Domestique et de l’Electrification Rurale (AMADER). A ce titre, il est chargé d’organiser, de planifier et 
d’exécuter l’ensemble des activités de la Direction de l’Electrification Rurale.  

En sa qualité de Directeur de l’Electrification Rurale, il assure présentement la coordination de l’ensemble 
des aspects liés au volet électrification des 4 projets en cours d’exécution par l’AMADER. Il s’agit du: 

1.Projet Systèmes Hybrides d’Electrification Rurale (SHER) : le projet financé par la Banque Mondiale, 
porte sur une expansion de la capacité des systèmes existants de production et distribution de 
l’électrification rurale par l’énergie solaire dans 50 localités.  



2. Projet Hybridation et Accès Rural à l’Energie (PHARE) : le projet vise l’électrification de 60 localités sur 
financement de l’AFD et de l’Union Européenne  

3. Projet d’Electrification Rurale par Systèmes Hybrides de 32 localités (PERSHY-32) : Le projet cofinancé 
par le Fonds Abbu dhabi pour le Développement (ADfD) et la BADEA et porte sur l’électrification de 32 
localités par centrales hybrides solaires photovoltaïques/diesel, dont 10 anciennes et 22 nouvelles 
localités.  

4. Projet Energie Solaire pour le Développement Rural au Mali (PESDR) : le projet sur financement de la 
BID, vise l’électrification de 24 villages à partir de deux centrales solaires de 1,5 MWc chacune dans les 
communes de Saloba (13 localités) et de Sana (11 localités) dans le cercle de Macina (Zone Inter-fleuves).  

 

Il a intégré l’équipe de l’Agence Malienne pour le Développement de l’Energie Domestique et de 
l’Electrification Rurale (AMADER) le 04 janvier 2005 : 

• De janvier 2007 à 2016 : Les postes occupés sont : 

o Chargé d’économie d’énergie au sein de la Direction de l’énergie Domestique ; 

o Chargé de Suivi -Contrôle et Exécution des Projets Electrifications Rurale 

Chef de projet de 123 localités maliennes électrifiées par l’Agence dont 26 sont dotées de centrale hybride 
solaire PV réalisées et en exploitations.  

Du janvier 2016 au 19 juin 2017 : Chef de Service Suivi-Contrôle et Exécution des Projets Electrifications 
Rurale au sein de l’Agence avec comme responsabilité le suivi et le contrôle de l’ensemble des projets 
d’électrification réalisés par l’AMADER au nombre de 256 réseaux isolés.  

Depuis Août 2017 : Directeur de l’Electrification Rurale. 

 

 

Mike Wilson 

IEEE 

Michael (“Mike”) Mark Wilson is the Senior Program Manager for IEEE Smart Village. As an institute  
employee, he drives the development and program administration of the institute-wide global initiative. 
IEEE Smart Village (ISV) has a unique approach to support the world’s energy-impoverished communities 
by providing a comprehensive solution combining renewable energy, community-based education, and 
entrepreneurial opportunities. Wilson is responsible for advancing this program by providing overall 
coordination and management, ensuring that key goals are met by engaging and empowering project 
stakeholders and enabling member volunteers; assisting them to affect the mission.  



Prior to his time with IEEE Smart Village, Wilson devoted his energies to the vision of Torchbearers 
Foundation for Missions, Reconciliation and Development, joining in 2010 as its International 
Development Analyst. Creating the organization’s humanitarian outreach and entrepreneurship training 
programs. 

 

 

Rasel Ahmed 

IDCOL 

Mr. Rasel Ahmed has been involved with promotion and capacity building of renewable energy projects 
for a period over 8 years at Infrastructure Development Company Limited (IDCOL). Mr. Ahmed is engaged 
in promoting various renewable energy projects including solar mini-grid, solar home system, solar 
irrigation, biogas & bio-fertilizer, improved cook stoves and solar roof-top, many of which were first of its 
kind in Bangladesh. His job also includes design, plan and implementation of the training programs to 
build the capacity of IDCOL partner organizations staffs working under these programs/projects. He 
contributes articles to newspapers and magazines on renewable energy development. He has participated 
various training programs and seminar on renewable energy in both at home and abroad. 

 

 

Nicola Bugatti 

TTA 

Nicola Bugatti has more than 15 years of international working experience in the field of sustainable 
energy and rural energy services in Sub-Saharan Africa, South and Central America, South East Asia, 
Europe and MENA region. He has worked in different organizations e.g. international NGOs, private 
companies, multilateral and bilateral financing institutions and regional organizations. He is presently 
Head, Africa region at Trama TecnoAmbiental (TTA). 



Specifically concerning clean-energy mini-grids, Nicola has extensive experience on the policy, legal and 
regulatory aspects as well as on the ground e.g. project development and financing, engineering, 
procurement and construction. He has co-authored the publication “Mapping and assessment of existing 
clean energy mini-grid experiences in West-Africa”. 

Passionate about Regional Energy Markets, he worked for five years at the ECOWAS Center for Renewable 
Energy and Energy Efficiency (ECREEE). He is currently part of the time supporting the elaboration of the 
Business Plan of the East African Centre for Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency (EACREEE) and 
working on the development of regional standards and procedures for solar photovoltaic mini-grids in 
West Africa. 

Nicola holds a Master degree in Sustainable Energy Engineering and is Certified Expert in Climate & 
Renewable Energy Finance.   

 

 

Damian Casmiri 

Africa Enterprise Challenge Fund 

Damian has over 10 years of experience managing projects on climate change mitigation, adaptation and 
renewable energy. He manages about 15 renewable energy and adaptation projects in Tanzania. 

Prior to AECF, Damian worked for KPMG – International Development Advisory Service as renewable 
energy advisor for 3 years. In 2010, he was a consultant with CarbonLimits, a Norwegian company, 
contracted by African Development Bank in Tunis, to implement the African Carbon Support Programme.  

Damian has carried out various assignments including Preparation of Energy Vulnerability Assessment 
Report for Tanzania by HELIO International; Climate change mainstreaming training to the Ministries, 
Departments and Agencies (MDAs) in Zanzibar; and Climate Change Finance Readiness: Tanzania case 
study by One world for UNDP. He has contributed to several studies including, Economics of climate 
change impacts in Tanzania; Indigenous knowledge weather forecasting as adaptation tool to climate 
change impacts; Vulnerability of Dar es Salaam City to the impacts of climate change; and Capacity 
Development for Clean Development Mechanism (CD4CDM).  

Damian holds a Master’s Degree in Integrated Water Resources Management from the University of Dar 
es Salaam and B.Sc. Environmental Sciences and Management from Sokoine University of Agriculture. 

 

 



 

Ricky Buch 

Facilitator 

 

Ricky Buch currently serves as an external consultant to ESMAP. Prior to this, he worked at GE Power for 
several years, most recently as the Commercial Director for Hybrid Distributed Power. In this role, he 
helped structure several off-grid electrification deals around the world, including one which would 
provide electricity to several hundred off-grid villages in Indonesia. Prior to launching GE’s energy access 
efforts, Ricky was involved with numerous other strategic imperatives at GE, including founding and 
launching GE Current, facilitating development of the H-class gas turbine, and partnering with the World 
Economic Forum on the Future of Electricity. Prior to joining GE, Ricky worked for Microsoft Corp. He has 
a BS in Computer Science and Engineering from UCLA, and an MBA from the University of Michigan. 

 

 

Hon. William Owuraku-Aidoo 

Deputy Minister (Power), Ministry of Energy 

William Owuraku Aidoo (MP) is the current Deputy Minister of Energy in charge of Power. He is also the 
Member of Parliament for Afigya Kwabre South in the Ashanti Region. 

He is an Energy Consultant and Agriculturalist with vast experience in Energy Governance, Policy, 
Management and Farming. Prior to his political career, he was the Managing Director of Kucons Company 
Limited, a wholly owned Ghanaian company involved in construction and rehabilitation of Hydro Dams. 
Mr. Aidoo was also the Senior Superintendent at the Ghana Education Service (GES), Senior Manager at 
the Ghana Commercial Bank (GCB) from 1991 to 1994 and 1995 to 2012 respectively. From 2009 to 2012, 
Mr. Aidoo devoted his time and energy to impact the life of Ghanaian youths through Education by 
lecturing at the University College of Education in Winneba, Ghana. 

Due to his experience and dedication to farming, he emerged as the National Best Farmer for Cashew in 
Ghana in 2011. 

He holds a Bachelor of Arts (BA) Degree in Entrepreneurship from the Ghana Institute of Management 
and Public Administration (GIMPA). 



He is a native of Hemang-Kwabre in the Ashanti Region. 

 

 

Hon. Joseph Cudjoe 

Deputy Minister in Infrastructure & Finance, Ministry of Energy 

Hon Joseph Cudjoe is a Deputy Minister of Energy, responsible for Finance and Infrastructure. He is also 
the Member of Parliament for Effia Constituency. 

Hon. Cudjoe served as a member of the select committee of Mines and Energy in the 6th Parliament of 
Ghana and the Vice Chairman of the same committee in the current Parliament. 

Prior to his political career, Hon Cudjoe was the Investment Manager of Ghana Cocoa Board (COCOBOD) 
for eight and a half years. 

Before joining COCOBOD, Hon Joseph Cudjoe worked as a Senior Consultant with SEM International 
Associates. 

Earlier he had worked as the Financial Analysis and Planning Manager at the Ghana branch office of ENO 
International, LLC, (a U.S based finance, investments and pre-financed procurements company) where he 
gained hands-on experience in reviewing of business plans, development of new businesses, financial 
planning and analysis, investment appraisals, modelling of financial decisions, credit and credit risk 
management, and financial projections. 

Hon. Cudjoe, has to his credit, the development of the pricing formula for the Government of Ghana Index 
Linked Bonds (GGILBs) during the government’s domestic debt restructuring in 2001 when N.P.P came 
into power to meet excessive debt level. 

From 2003 until he veered into politics, Hon Cudjoe was an instructor at the Ghana Stock Exchange and 
delivered training in corporate finance and investment analysis. 

His professional experience spans industrial training, financial investment management consultancy, and 
data analysis, an experience that he built through the lecturing of Financial and Investment Management, 
Quantitative Techniques, Statistics, and Production and Operations Management. 

Beside work experience in academia, finance and investment management practise, Hon Cudjoe is an 
Entrepreneur and a Businessman. 

Hon. Cudjoe holds BSc. Mathematics and MBA Finance degrees from University of Science and Technology, 
and the University of Ghana respectively, after pursuing his secondary education at Fijai Secondary 
School. 

He has value added qualifications in education, industrial training and accountancy. 



 

 

David Vilar 

World Bank Program Lead, Ghana 

David is an Industrial Engineer with 12 years of working experience in development and energy projects 
in Latin America and Africa. From 2010 to 2013 served as Resident Coordinator of the ECOWAS Center 
for Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency (ECREEE), based in Cape Verde. Since 2013, David has 
worked as Energy Specialist at the Africa Energy Unit of the World Bank with experience in West and 
Central Africa. 
 
 

 

George Owusu 

Senior GIS Specialist, CERSGIS, University of Ghana 

Nationality: Ghanaian 

Place of work: Centre for Remote Sensing and Geographic Information Services (CERSGIS) 

Position: Senior GIS Specialist 

Number of years in practice: Twelve (12) years 

Education: 

● High School: Presbyterian Boys Senior High School (Presec), Accra, GH 
- Science (Mathematics) 

● Graduate School: Kwame Nkrumah Univ. of Science and Technology (KNUST), Kumasi, GH 
- BSc Geodetic Engineering 



● Post Graduate School: Inst. for GeoInfo. Science and Earth Observation (ITC), Enschede, NL 
- Post Grad Dipl. Digital Photogrammetry & Remote Sensing 

Projects: 

● Ghana Districts Infrastructure Geocoding Project 
● Production of National Scale Landuse/Landcover maps for Sierra Leone 
● Mapping and Development of a GIS database for Cocoa farms in selected 
● districts in Ghana 
● Ghana Energy Development and Access Project (GEDAP) 
● Mapping/Database development of Polling Station locations in Ghana 
● Database Development and Mapping of Feeder Roads in Ghana 
● Establishing a Mapping and Monitoring System for Development Activities in Ghana 
● (EMMSDAG) 

 

 

Ing. Sulemana Abubakari 

Deputy Director, Power Distribution, Ministry of Energy 

Ing. Sulemana Abubakari is the Deputy Director for Power Distribution at the Ministry of Energy. Ing. 
Abubakari is an Electrical Engineer, having graduated from the Yildiz Technical University in Istanbul, 
Turkey, with a B.Sc. in Electrical Engineering. He also holds a Master’s Degree in Energy Economics & 
Policy from the University of Surrey, United Kingdom.  

Assisting the Director of Power Distribution, Ing. Abubakari has responsibility for ensuring 
implementation of the grid-connected component of Government of Ghana’s flagship National 
Electrification Scheme (NES) / Self-Help Electrification Programme (NES). His roles include; 

• Initiates action for the preparation of short, medium and long term development plans for the Ministry. 

• Assists in the formulation of Sector policies, programmes and development plans, especially for the 
Power Distribution sub-sector. 

• Supervises teams who undertake desktop (technical designs, engineering, etc) and field activities under 
the National Electrification Scheme (NES) according to scheduled time frame. 

• Analyses data and assumptions relating to implementation of national policies on the sector. 

• Monitors and ensures that donor-funded programmes, including turnkey electrification projects, are 
consistent with official policy directives of the Ministry. 



• Responds to related correspondence from MDAs, NGOs, individuals and Development Partners. 

Prior to his current role, Ing. Sulemana Abubakari worked as an intern in wide-ranging roles whiles in 
school and after (in Istanbul and London) and as electricity network design and construction engineer 
with the Electricity Company of Ghana. 

 

 

Mark Newton 

USAID 

Mark Newton has been the Energy and Natural Resources Management Team Leader in the 
USAID/Ghana’s Economic Growth Office since August 2017. Prior to this, he served as the Deputy Director 
in the USAID/India’s Clean Energy and Environment Office for four years, where he was also the Mission 
Disaster Response Officer. He joined USAID in 2012, before which he spent over 10 years working for the 
Canadian International Development Agency, Canada’s Department of Foreign Affairs and International 
Trade, and the U.S. non-profits Winrock International and Enersol Associates. His background is in 
renewable energy, governance (participatory democracy and human rights), and natural resources 
management (watershed and sustainable land management). Mark has a Master’s Degree in International 
Economics / Energy & Environment studies from the Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International 
Studies. 
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